Republic of the Philippines
QUEZON CITY COUNCIL
Quezon City
19th City Council

31st Regular Session

ORDINANCE NO. SP-2314, S-2014

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE SUBDIVISION PLAN OF DARIO RIVER ALLIANCE HOUSING COOPERATIVE (HIGH DENSITY HOUSING PROGRAM) OF THE SOCIAL HOUSING FINANCE CORPORATION (SHFC) CONSISTING OF THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGHT (388) LOTS WITH ONE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-FOUR (1,164) UNITS, INFORMAL SETTLER FAMILIES (ISF) BENEFICIARIES, LOCATED AT LOT 1019, EQUIVALENT TO LOT 778-B AND LOT 777-C, SITIO PINGKIAN 2, BARANGAY PASONG TANO, QUEZON CITY, METRO MANILA, REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF ANDRES S. GABRIEL MARRIED TO LYDIA B. GABRIEL; ESTER G. KAMATAY, WIDOW; RAFAEL G. TOLENTINO, JR., SINGLE; RIZALINA GABRIEL, WIDOW; VICTORIA G. SOLIS MARRIED TO PEDRO SOLIS AND NOEL S. GABRIEL, SINGLE; RICARDO B. GABRIEL, MARRIED TO JOVITA S. GABRIEL; EDGAR B. GABRIEL, MARRIED TO SONIA B. GABRIEL, AND NORA VICTORIA B. GABRIEL, MARRIED TO FLORANTE RODRIGUEZ AND COVERED BY TRANSFER CERTIFICATES OF TITLE NUMBERED N-284551 AND N-296716 OF THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS OF QUEZON CITY, CONTAINING AN AGGREGATE AREA OF TWENTY NINE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY-THREE (29,973) SQUARE METERS, AS APPLIED FOR AND REPRESENTED BY MR. NEILSON G. DOTUSME, CHAIRMAN – DARIO RIVER ALLIANCE HOUSING COOPERATIVE WITH OFFICE ADDRESS AT NO. 80 TAGEING-BLOG STREET KAINGIN BUID, BARANGAY APOLOCONO SAMSON, QUEZON CITY, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF QUEZON CITY ORDINANCE NO. SP-56, S-93 AND KATAS PAMBANSA KILANG 220.